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Topic of
Presentation

Elimination of Bus Stops

Topic or Issue

Elimination of bus stops for our kindergarten and primary children.

Details

Elimination of bus stops for our kindergarten and primary children
would be detrimental for our whole neighbourhood. Many of these
children will have to cross 2 major roadways (McCowan and Kingston
Hwy 2). I would also add that on the Ministry of transportation website,
McCowan and Kingston road is ranked as the THIRD most dangerous
intersection in Toronto! Also, if you have been watching the news lately
you will have seen that our neighbourhood has had 4 luring incidents in
the past months. These near abductions are frightening and dangerous.
Having more very young children on the roads increases the chance for
these predators to lure them in successfully. Further, the traffic issues
both in the St. Agatha parking lot and on the roads in front of and near
the school have been chaos for years, they have been the place of
arguments, fights, police involvement, warnings, etc. We must not make
matters worse by removing these bus stops and therefore increasing the
car congestion before and after school. We have also been asking around
and have found that there are other schools within the TCDSB and the
TDSB where children, even up to grades 6 and 8 are being bussed from
distances less than 1km. So this makes us wonder why this
discriminating decision was made for us and not some others. The
elimination of these bus stops for our young and vulnerable children
would be detrimental for our whole community in the many ways that I
have outlined. Let's keep these stops and prevent a tragedy...

Action
Requested

Do NOT eliminate these 14 bus stops; on Route CFM0257 and
CFM0256 or Bus 1, this is the list of stops;
1. 1 MCCOWAN ROAD (DAYCARE)

2. 110 PHYLLIS AVE
3. 6 ALLISTER AVE
4. CREE AVE & MCCOWAN RD (W ENT)
5. CREE AVE & ROCKWOOD DR
6. HAREWOOD AVE & RANGALL CRES
7. HARWOOD AVE & ANSON AVE N/E
8. Kingston ROAD & ROCKWOOD DR
9. LOWELL AVE & OAKRIDGE DR
10. MARTINDALE ROAD & ROCKWOOD DR
11. OAKRIDGE DR & ALLISTER AVE (S/W)
12. PHYLLIS AVE & MCCOWAN RD (W SIDE)
13. RANDALL CRES & ANSON AVE
14. ROCKWOOD DR & PHYLLIS AVE (EAST)
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